MERCURE KYIV CONGRESS
HOTEL COMPLEX OF THE NEW FORMAT

The AccorHotels is the world leader in the sphere of travelling, modern lifestyle and digital technology. The group manages 4100 hotels and successfully operates in 95 countries. The company’s
large portfolio includes world-famous brands of the luxury segment, popular brands of the middle-priced segment, boutique brands and the most sought-after brands of the economy segment.
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Besides being the part of the chain with
ARKADIA
impeccable service Mercure Kyiv Congress has
an advantageous location. The hotel is situated
near the central railway station and the
international airport “Kyiv” while the Boryspil
International Airport is only 39 km away. Our
guests have everything for the good rest,
entertainment and business meetings.
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Favourable location: near
the main roads, the centre
of Kyiv, the railway station
and the airport.
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HOTEL’S CONCEPT

The slogan of the global chain Mercure - “In harmony with people and countries”. That’s why the hotels in any country of the world have embraced
the international standards of Mercure and the charm of the country in which they are located.
The famous Dovzhenko film studio is located next to the Mercure Kyiv Congress Hotel. This neighbourhood has influenced the concept design that
is based on cinema.
The famous documentary film “Man with a Movie Camera” (1929) by Dzyga Vertov has inspired the accents of the interior, and the theme of “Shadows
of Forgotten Ancestors” by Parajanov has been integrated in the new Ball Room of the Congress Centre.

ROOMS

THE HOTEL OFFERS 160 FULLY EQUIPPED AND FURNISHED ROOMS
OF DIFFERENT CATEGORIES:






118 Classic Standard Rooms (Twin and Double)
30 Privilege Rooms
10 Deluxe Rooms
7 Suites
2 rooms for people with disabilities

FACILITIES AVAILABLE IN ALL ROOMS:










central heating and air conditioning system
telephone
free Wi-Fi
fridge / mini-bar
flat TV
equipment for making coffee and tea
safe
wardrobe
well-equipped bathroom

ROOMS

CONFERENCE SERVICE

GUEST OF THE MERCURE KYIV CONGRESS HOTEL CAN USE THE
CONFERENCE SERVICE.

The halls are equipped with everything necessary for the successful
presentations, forums and congresses:

On the 3rd floor of the hotel there are halls for business meetings with the area
from 16 to 75 m2. They are able to contain up to 130 people at the same time.









Multimedia projectors
Audio system, screen
Microphones
Flip charts
Laser pointer
Modern design and furniture
Wi-Fi

CONFERENCE SERVICE

FITNESS

On the 5th floor of the hotel there is a gym that is open 24 hours a day and
equipped with weight benches and cardio machines from the leading world
manufacturer PRECOR. The gym has all conditions for ideal workouts

and effective fitness trainings of our guests. Modern equipment is safe and
easy to use. Sport activities create a good mood and provide a perfect state of
health.

COSMOPOLITE RESTAURANT-BREWERY

COSMOPOLITE RESTAURANT is the embodiment of the concept
‘‘Gastronomic traditions of different countries’’. Its menu includes dishes that
represent different regions of Europe, Asia and the New World.
The beer restaurant Cosmopolite boasts its own brewery that produces 4
brands of foamy drink in the non – stop format.

150

seats

3

halls

Wine card is selected for maximum correspondence with the specialization of
the restaurant. In one place the best representatives of the world wineries are
gathered.
Cosmopolite is not just for food. There are the broadcasts of sports events on
big screens, the best Kyiv bands that satisfy the music hunger of the guests,
the unique parties and events.

1000 the average monthly volume of beer production
l

COSMOPOLITE RESTAURANT-BREWERY

PATIO

The patio with a swimming pool is located on the 3rd floor of the Mercure
Kyiv Congress.
It’s ideal for pre-parties and cocktail parties during the summer. Live music
(lounge or jazz, guitar improvisations or classical compositions) accompanies
the hot siesta.

100

persons capacity

45м2

pool’s area

The various parties, pool parties and master classes for children are regularly held on this patio.
Here the life sparkles with all colours of the summer and goes full swing.

PATIO

MERCURE CONGRESS CENTRE

The largest congress hall in Kyiv with the total area of 5000 m2 is located on The 4 halls of the congress centre have facilities for events of any format:
the 4th and 5th floors of the modern business centre next to the Mercure Kyiv congresses, conferences, presentations, banquets, buffet.
Congress Hotel.

people can simultaneously hold

3000 several events

more than

200

the average annual number of events held
at the Mercure Congress Centre

MERCURE CONGRESS CENTRE

Mercure Congress Center boasts the Spielberg and Dovzhenko halls with The banquet halls Hitchcock and Fellini have the area of 400 and 350 m2.
the area of 1000 and 1200 m2. They are designed for big conferences and Thanks to their huge panoramic windows, the halls are filled with light and are
congresses with up to 1300 participants.
ideal for celebrations, banquets and weddings.
There is a possibility to transform them into smaller halls with the help of
mobile soundproofing partitions.

Booking.com rates
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VERY NICE HOTEL WITH EXELLENT STAFF

GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY
“Good service. Friendly and welcoming. The guy at the front desk named Ivan was super helpful and friendly.”
NICE HOTEL TO RELAX

#WeLove
Mercure
MERCURE KYIV CONGRESS
KYIV
V. HETMANA ST., 6,
TEL. +38 044 205 35 22
@mercurekyivcongresshotel

For reservations, please contact:

HANNA KLAPIICHUK:
+38 (067) 223 63 95
reservation@mercurekyiv.ua
@mercure.kyiv.congress.hotel

